Introduction
Living a lie is unlimited and becomes one lie after another. All decreasing life expectancy. "TERRORISM" and all violence IS "ABORTIONISMO" today. Yes. The psychological acceptance of abortion (and contraception) have resulted, after about fifty years, in (1) the acceptance of killing as a "solution" and (2) the change of the sex act from nature's reproduction method to an emotional excretory act which has destroyed the meaning of human "gender" thereby deforming human relationships into planetary pollution. Those eight procedures are why we had slavery, racism, Nazism, Communism, Maoism and most other socially accepted cultural entropy so harmful to mankind and the planet. And today, these evils are now why we have abortion, assisted suicide, euthanasia, harem feminism, gay genital maniacs, criminal gangs, Islam, Columbine-like macro abortions [1] and most violence pervasive to America, and the world. Like all evils, abortion proves a neurological basis with "mirroring neurons" leading to conformity and pathological overempathy, i.e., by neuro-reflexes, we become "like" the people around us, even unconsciously if not openly. We imitate what is offered, unless committed to virtue and transcendence. We are suggestible--and it is a disease when offering evil.
Thus, Every Culture has its Suggestibility Disease Bamboozling and Corrupting the People and they do not like it when you tell them. (Joseph Conrad: We are the savages we think others to be. Mary Shelley: We create monsters that will kill us. Joseph Tainter: Great cultures collapse and dissolve. Richard Dawkins: Teaching is seduction. Hollywood: Celebritism sells destruction. Norbert Wiener: Information spiritualizes or increases entropy by destroying conscience. Sam Nigro: Words are angels or demons.) Enlightenment-Age philosopher Voltaire said: "Those who can make you believe absurdities can make you commit atrocities." Today Abortion Sanctifies Killing by the listed suggestibility diseases which normalize evil induced by the eight listed procedures supra. Killing is okay in the subliminal unconscious now as suggested initially by abortion but later manifest by kids killing kids with guns (What is the problem if abortion is the norm?). Kids, missing one-fourth of their birth mates, hate the culture and want to escape by drugging themselves--and often end up doing what is allowed by using guns. The abortion movement and its culture are not confined to the unborn or their mothers. It is everywhere from movies, to advertising, to police departments, to old age homes, to churches. All accepting abortion is suggested to be murderers and have accepted "murder" as a solution.
